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Monitoring in ATLAS Distributed Computing
Place of BigPanDAmon in monitoring infrastructure

Figure 1 — Monitoring in ATLAS Distributed Computing
— DEFT: Database Engine For Tasks
— JEDI: Job Execution and Definition Interface
— PanDA: Production ANd Distributed Analysis
System

— Harvester: resource‐facing service between the
PanDA and collection of pilots

— Pilot: the execution environment on a worker
node

— iDDS: Intelligent Data Delivery System
— AMI: ATLAS Metadata Interface
— CRIC: Computing Resource Information Catalogue
— Rucio: Distributed Data Management System

— Accounting & Monitoring*: saving snapshots of the system state regularly to observe trends
in the time‐series visualizations

— BigPanDAmon: monitoring of the current system state, and providing a wide range of views
from the top‐level summaries to a single computational job and its logs (the next generation
system inherited from PanDA monitor in 2014)

— Analytics: finding correlations, trends, anomaly detection and building models for prediction
of system behaviour in future

↓
The BigPanDAmon is essential for fast error troubleshooting and tracking progress

of running production and analysis
*see more details in “Accounting and monitoring tools enhancement for Run 3 in the ATLAS distributed computing” poster2 / 11



BigPanDAmon system overview
Architecture & technology stack

Figure 2 — BigPanDAmon architecture

— Using Model‐Template‐View approach provided by Django
framework

— Various DB backends (Oracle, PostgreSQL, MySQL)
— Apache + Web Server Gateway Interface (WSGI)

— NGINX server as load balancer

— Ceph as shared file storage between nodes

— OAuth2 for SSO provided by CERN, Google, GitHub, and
IndigoIAM

— Angular and Ajax for dynamic data delivery

— Responsive Web designing with ZURB Foundation

— DataTables plugin

— D3.js for advanced plots generation on client side

— Matplotlib for plots generation on server side

— ELK‐stack for self‐monitoring system
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BigPanDAmon evolution
Project structure

Figure 3 — BigPanDAmon structure evolution from 2017 to 2023

— Over the past few years of the PanDAWMS advancement†‡ in the ATLAS Distributed Computing several new
components were developed, such as Harvester, iDDS, Data Carousel, and Global Shares, etc.

— All new components are related closely to the key WMS objects and need to be monitored
— BigPanDAmon naturally grew into a platform where the relevant data from all PanDA WMS components and
accompanying services are accumulated and displayed in the form of interactive charts and tables.

†Ref T.Maeno CHEP23 talk “Utilizing Distributed Heterogeneous Computing with PanDA in ATLAS”
‡Ref R.Walker talk at WLCG/HSF Pre‐conference Workshop “Brokering to heterogeneous resources: ATLAS”4 / 11



Harvester module

Figure 4 — Harvester workers summary

Harvester

is a resource‐facing service between the workflow management
system (WFMS) and the collection of pilots for resource
provisioning and workload shaping. Harvester worker = pilot or
VM or MPI job.

The BigPanDAmon Harvester module consists
of the following views:
— Harvester instances list
— Harvester workers summary (fig 4):

‐ workers attribute summary allows to drill
down to workers of interest

‐ list of workers with links to batch logs
‐ list of associated PanDA jobs
‐ workers statistics
‐ diagnostic messages to spot internal
problems of a Harvester instance

— Harvester worker info page accumulates all
information related to the selected worker

— Harvester slots page represents the
number of slots for special resources
(HPCs) working in push mode
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GlobalShares module
Global Shares

enable central control of resources by continuously determining fraction of total resources available to ATLAS to allocate to a given activity. Nested 3‐level
structure.

Special dashboard was developed which
consists of the following blocks:
— an overview with plots (fig. 5)
— a table with list of global shares
representing target & actual values
linked to the corresponding PanDA
job list

— a set of tabs with tables showing
global shares distribution across
computing sites, types of computing
resources (GRID, HPC, Cloud etc),
resource types (single/multi core,
ordinary/high memory), and PanDA
job statuses.

Figure 5 — GlobalShares dashboard
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iDDS module
iDDS (intelligent Data Delivery Service)

aims to intelligently orchestrate workflows and data management systems, decoupling data pre‐processing, delivery, and primary processing in large scale
workflows (including workflows defined via DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph)).

Figure 6 — Workflows progress view

Figure 7 — A graph plot of one of DAG Workflows

The iDDS module in the
BigPanDAmon contains 3 views:
— workflows progress view (fig. 6)
— a graph plot for DAG
workflows (fig. 7)

— a general iDDS view that allows
to drill down through iDDS
object hierarchy: requests→
transform→ collection
(input/output/log)→ list of
files for a collection.
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Data Carousel module
Data Carousel§

orchestrates data processing between workload
management, data management, and storage services
with the bulk data resident on offline storage. The
processing is executed by staging and promptly
processing a sliding window of inputs onto faster buffer
storage, such that only a small percentage of input data
are available at any one time.

— dedicated dashboard has been
developed for monitoring staging
activities
‐ various visualizations of staging
datasets/files/their volume

‐ a table with staging requests and
associated tasks that have input on
tape

— a notification mechanism of stalled
staging requests was put in place
‐ it regularly searches staging requests
that have not progressed for 10 days

‐ it sends an email report to the list of
relevant experts Figure 8 — Data Carousel dashboard

§Ref. X.Zhao CHEP2023 talk “Updates to the ATLAS Data Carousel Project”8 / 11



MyBigPanDA page
Motivation

Most requests to add/fix something come from experts (shifters, production
managers, WFMS component developers etc)

↓

The BigPanDAmon naturally tends towards becoming more complicated
expert‐focused system that is hard to learn how to use for newly joined experiment
members performing their analysis

↓

Needs a simple starting page that collects all analysis tasks submitted by a user and
provides insight into task progress and help debugging problems

Figure 9 — Roles of improvement requester
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MyBigPanDA page
Implementation

Figure 10 — MyBigPanDA page
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Results & Outcome

Figure 11 — BigPanDAmon usage statistics

— from 1 to 626 pages a day per user
— 342 unique daily users
— 1110 unique monthly active users

— The BigPanDAmon evolved into a modular monitoring
platform that allows to integrate new modules easily

— Number of modules increased from 1 to 11 in last 6
years

— The BigPanDAmon was initially designed for ATLAS but
now it is widely used in many experiments (COMPASS,
sPHENIX, and Vera C. Rubin)

— The core views are still the most popular among users
because of their commonality

— The MyBigPanDA page has been developed to
accumulate information of all analysis conducted by a
user. We got only positive feedback about it

— It is essential to keep the monitoring views user‐friendly
and simple despite the changes initiated by experts
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